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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the existence of solutions in W01'2(ft, co) for the semilinear Dirichlet 
problem 
Lu (x) - Izu (x) gl (x) + h (u (x)) g2 (x) = f (x), in ft, (p) 
u (x) = 0, in Oft, 
where L is an elliptic operator in divergence form 
Lu (x) = - ~ Dj (aij (x) Diu (x)) with Dj  = 0 (1.1) 
i,j=l ' Oxj ' 
where the coefficients aij are measurable, real-valued functions whose coefficient matr ix .4 = (a/j) 
is symmetric and satisfies the degenerate ell ipticity condition 
N~12co (x) ~ ~ a~j (x) ~g~j~Al~12oJ (x),
i,j=l 
(1.2) 
for all ~ E IR n and almost everywhere x E ~C~ ~ a bounded open set, co is a weight function (that 
is, locally integrable and nonnegative function on ]R~), ~t E IR, )~ and A are positive constants. 
The following theorem will be proved in Section 3. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
(Hi) the Yunc$ion h: 1( , l~ is continuous and bounded ([h(t)[<_M, for ali t • R); 
(H2) w • As; 
(H3) gl/w • L°°(f~), g2/w • L2(f~,w), and f /w  • L2(f~,w); 
(H4) # > 0 is hot an eigenvalue of the linearized problem 
Lu (x) - #u (x) w (x) = 0, in 12, 
u (x) = O, in 012. (LP) 
Then problem (P) has a solution u • W~'2(f~, w). 
SIMPLE EXAMPLE. Let 12 = {(x,y) • ]R 2 : Ix[ < 1 and [y[ < 1} and 0 < a < b. By Theorem 1, 
with h(t) = te -t2, f(x,y) = ~lyl, ~(~,y) = (~+ y~)-'/~, g~(~,y) = ( :+  y~)-~/~cos(~y), 
g2(x, y) = ( :  + y~)-l/~ ~en(xy), and 
X = (a (~ +oY~)-l/2 
the problem 
where 
0 ) 
b (: :  + y~)-~/2 , 
Lu(x,y)-#u(x,y)gi(x,y)+h(u(x,y))g2(x,y) =xlyl ,  in~, 
u (x, y) = 0, in Og/, 
Lu(x ,y )=-~x a(x 2+y2) - i /2~x -~yy b(x '+y2)  
has a solution u E W01'2(f/,w) if # > 0 is not an eigenvalue of linearized problem (LP). 
2. DEF IN IT IONS AND BASIC  RESULTS 
Let w be a locally integrable nonnegative function in R ~ and assume that 0 < w < oo almost 
everywhere. We say that 0: belongs to the Muckenhoupt class Ap, 1 < p < oo, or that w is an 
Ap-weight, if there is a constant C1 = Cp,,, such that 
(~B~ /BW(X) dx) (~B~ fBWl/(1-P) (x) dx)P-l <- C1, 
for all balls B in ]R ~, where [.I denotes the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure in IR ~. If 1 < q<p 
then AqCAp (see [1] or [2] for more information about Ap-weights). 
Let 12 C R ~ be a bounded open set and let w be a weight function. We shall denote by LP(gl, w) 
(1 _ p < oo) the Banach space of all measurable functions, f ,  defined in t2 for which 
(f. ):" IIflIL.(~,.) = If (x)l pw (x) dx < c~. 
For p >_ 1 and k a nonnegative integer, the Weighted Sobolev space Wk,P(fl, w) is defined by 
W k'p (fl, w) = {u e L p (fl, w): D~u • L p (i2, w), 1 _< [hi < k}, 
with norm 
Ilullw~,,(a,~) = [~(x)l'~(x) dx + ~ ]O~u(~):~o(x) d  (2.1) 
i_<l~l_<k 
If w • Ap then Wk,p(12, w) is the closure of C°°(~) with respect o the norm (2.1) (see Propo- 
sition 3.5 in [3, p.416]), and the space Wok'P(gl, w) is defined as the closure of C~(f~) with respect 
to the norm 
= ~ ~[D~u(x)[ p (x) dx LM]wb,(a,~) 
l_<]a]<k 
When k = 1 and p -- 2 the spaces Wi,2(gl, w) and WJ'2(12, w) are Hilbert spaces. 
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LEMMA 2. I fw E A2 then Wlo'2(gt,~)~-*L2(~,w) is compact and 
PROOF. The proof of this lemma follows the line of Theorem 4.6 in [4, p.548]. | 
DEFINITION 3. We say that an element u e wl '2(~,a;)  is weak solution of problem (P) if 
fa(aiJ (x) Diu (x) Dj~ (x ) -#u (x) ~ (x) gl (x) ) dx +/a h (u (x) ) ~ (x) g2 (x) dx=/a f (x) ~ (x) dx, 
12 for every ~ E W~' (~,w). 
3. PROOF OF  THEOREM 1 
The basic idea is to reduce (P) to an operator equation Bu + Nu = T and apply the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let B, N : X --~ X* be operators on the real separable reflexive Banach space X. 
Assume 
(a) the operator B : X ~ X* is linear and continuous; 
(b) the operator N : X ~ X* is demicontinuous and bounded; 
(c) B + N is asymptotically inear; 
(d) for each T E X* and for each t E [0, 1], the operator At(u) = Bu + t(Nu - T) satisfies 
condition (S) in X. 
If Bu = 0 implies u = O, then for each T C X*, the equation Bu + Nu = T has a solution in X. 
PROOF. See [5] or Theorem 29.C in [6, p.657]. | 
REMARK 4. Let B, N : X ~ X* be operators on the real separable reflexive Banach space X. 
(i) The operator N is said to be demicontinuous if 
Un ~ U implies Nun ~ Nu, as n ~ oc. 
(ii) The operator N is said to be strongly continuous if 
un -~ u implies Nun ) Nu, as n-~ oc. 
(iii) B + N is asymptotically inear if B is linear and 
IINuN 
(iv) The operator B satisfies condition (S) if 
- .  -~ - and } i2~ (B-n - B -  I -n  - - )  = 0, implies ~.  ) . ,  
where ( f  [ x) denotes the value of linear functional f at the point x. | 
We define the operators B1,B~: Wlo'2(~,w) x wl '2(~,w) ~ R through 
B1 (u, ~) = _~o a,j (x) D,u (x) Dj~ (x) dx - #/o  u (x) ~ (x) gl (X) dx, 
B~ (~, ~) =/  h (~ (~)) ~ (~) ~ (~) d~, 
J~ 
39O 
and T :  W~'2(f~,w) 
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~ through 
T (~) = L f (x) 9~ (x) dx. 
We have that u • wl'2(~,w) is a solution of problem (P) if 
wl,2 (a, ~). B1 (u, ~) + B2 (u, ~) = T (~), for every ~ • ,, o 
STEP 1. By condition (1.2), we obtain la~j(x)l <_ C3w(x). Using Lemma 2 and H61der inequality, 
we get 
IB1 (u, ~)l < .~ la,~ (x)l ID~u (~)1 IDj~ (x)l dx + I,I L I~ (~)1 I~ (~)1 Igl (~)1 d~ 
<_ca ~(z)lD~u(x)llDj~(x)l dx+l#l I~(~)ll~(x)l ~(z) 
<_Ca (fa ID'u(z)12w (x) dx) 1/2 (L IDj~ (x)lZw (x) dx) 1/2 
By Condition (H1) and Lemma 2, we obtain 
]B2 (u, ~)1 < L Ih (u (x)) I Iqo (x)] Igz (x)l dx 
g2(x) w(x) dx <-MLI~(x)[ w(x) 
g2 <_ M II II 
g2 _< MC2 II l i  
Moreover ,  we  also have 
STEP 
rem 21.18 in [7, p. 254]) we set WoL2(~,w) = [WJ'2(~t,~)] * and (u,v) 
denotes the inner product on a Hilbert space). 
We define the operators B, N :  WJ'2(~t, w) , WJ'2(fl, w) through 
(Bu ] V) = B1 (u, 9~) ,
(Nu I V) = B2 (u, ~) , 
(3.1) 
t 
]T(~)I <- ]o If(x)[ I~(x)l dx 
_- f~ (If (x)l ~ [w (z)]1/2 I~ (x)l [~ (z)]1/2 dx 
\ ~ (x)) 
-< f ~(~,~)II~IIL~(~,~) 
2. Since Wlo'2(a,w) is a real Hilbert space, using the Identification Principle (Theo- 
= (u]v) (where (.,.) 
12 for every u, ~ C W~' (~, w). 
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rw1,2 t~., Since T E L 0 t , w)]*, problem (P) is equivalent to operator equation 
Bu + Nu = T, u C W 1'2 (~, ~). 
STEP 3. Using that W01'2(f~,w) ~ L2(f~,w) is compact (see Lemma 2), we have that BI(., .) is 
a regular G£rding form. In fact, by condition (1.2) we obtain 
Bl  (u,u) = f a i j (x )D~u(x)D ju (x )  dx -p  fau2(x )g l  (x) dx 
> ~ IDu(z )12 , .o (z )  dx-~ u ' ( . )  \w(x ) )W(x)  dx 
2 g~lw n~(fl) 2 _> .x Ilullwo,,.>(a,<.) - v II'~llL.(a,<,,) - 
Hence, there exists a decomposition f the form B = T1 + 21"2, where T1 and T2 are bilinear and 
bounded, TI(., .) is strongly positive and T2(., .) is compact (Lemma 22.38 in [7, p. 364]). Thus, 
B is Fredholm of index zero (see Definition 8.13 in [8, p. 365] and Theorem 21.F in [7, p. 275]) 
and B satisfies condition (S) (see Proposition 27.12 in [6, p. 595]). 
STEP 4. By (3.1), we have 
l(Nu,~)[ = IB2 (u,~)l ~ C2M 9~ L'(a,~> II~lIw~,.<a,~). 
Hence, lINuII < C, for all u e W01'2(f~,co). Therefore, 
IINuII ~ 0, as IlUNwj,~(~,~) > oo, 
]l~ll 
i.e., B+N is asymptotically inear and the operator N is strongly continuous ( ee Corollary 26.14 
in [6, p. 572 D. 
STEP 5. For each t E [0, 1] the operator At(u) = Bu  + t (Nu  - T) is a strongly continuous 
perturbation ofthe operator B. Hence, the operator At satisfies condition (S) (Proposition 27.12 
in [6, p. 595]). 
If # is not an eigenvalue of the linearized problem (LP), Bu = 0 implies u = 0. Therefore, by 
Theorem A, the operator equation Bu + Nu = T has a solution u E WJ '2 (ft, w), and u is solution 
of problem (P). 
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